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Surpassing all previous standards for durability of parquet surfaces SylaquaTM P-880 
Sport is  a parquet varnish for the most demanding high traffic commercial and 
industrial surfaces with exposure to all types of wear.

The system incorporates  the latest technological developments  including novel 
hardener, cross  linking via air and oil interception and ceramic nano-particles secure 
protection. Imagine little diamonds  incorporated in the film, withstanding every 
attempt to damage the surface.

The coating offers superior resistance to scratches, scuffs, black heal marks, 
household chemicals  including superior abrasion. All in one, a durable, diamond hard, 
environmentally and user friendly coating.

SylaquaTM P-880 Sport parquet top coat is  practically odorless  with low levels of 
Volatile Organic Compound. A member of the SylaquaTM product range, P-880 is 
environment and user friendly.

  Wooden Floors - Top Coat

Diamond 
hardness

SylaquaTM P-880 Sport
2K Parquet Top Coat



Novel Hardener
Producing superior hardening means superior 
resistance to scratches, scuffs, black heal marks, 
abrasion and chemical resistance. The final surface 
is a diamond hard surface, that protects the wooden 
surface from wear and tear, while retaining its initial 
appearance.

Diamond Hard
Imagine little diamond crystals, incorporated into the 
coating, withstanding every attempt to damage the 
surface. These ceramic nanoparticles offer secure 
protection to the surface..

Cross-linking via oil 
air interaction
Superior chemical resistance, allowing the use of 
household chemicals. Even after the repeated use of 
household detergents, the surface remains like new. A 
promise kept!

High traffic areas... sports, activities, work

Contractor Benefits

Superior leveling
Easy application
Problem free durability
Extreme hardness

User Benefits

Superior resistance to 
	 scuffs
	 black heal marks
	 household chemicals
	 abrasion resistance
	 environmentally friendly
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 SUGGESTED PRRODUCT COMBINATIOONS AND BENEFITS

BASE COAT TOP COAT NATURAL 
WOOD FEEL

WATER 
RESISTANCE

MECHANICAL 
RESISTANCE

CHEMICAL 
RESISTANCE

HARDENING TECHNOLOGIES 
OFFERING LONG PRODUCT LIFESPAN

SylaquaTM 
P-280

SylaquaTM 
P-780 1K *** *** *** ** 1. Ceramic nanoparticles - Diamond Hard

2. Novel oxygen hardening

SylaquaTM 
P-280

SylaquaTM 
P-880 2K *** *** *** *** 1. Ceramic nanoparticles - Diamond Hard

2. Novel oxygen hardening
3. Superior chemical resistance

GLOSS LEVELS

Product Name Gloss Units Description

SylaquaTM P-880/10 1K 10 Units  Deep Mat (Wax effect)

SylaquaTM P-880/20 1K 20 Units Semi-Mat

SylaquaTM P-880/40 1K 40 Units Satin

SylaquaTM P-880/60 1K 60 Units Satin Gloss

SylaquaTM P-880/80 1K 80 Units Gloss

SylaquaTM P-880/100 1K 100 Units High Gloss


